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EDITORIAL NOTES AND NEWS
Copeia, 1982(2), pp. 491-496
@ 1982 by the American Society of
Ichthyologists and Herpetologists

Georg Haas IT seems impossible to de-

1905-1981 1 scribe and explain the life
and work of Georg Haas, late
Honorary Foreign Member of ASIH and Pro-

fessor Emeritus of Zoology at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, within the scope of a conventional obituary. Professor Haas, or George,
as he was called by many Americans, died unexpectedly in his sleep, in Jerusalem on 13 Sept.
1981. Next to his bed was a suitcase, packed in

readiness for yet another of his near-annual
journeys to Switzerland. Besides the conventional traveler's outfit, the suitcase contained a
small but precious heap of manuscripts, notes
and photographs. These mainly related to the

last and most sensational of his research sub-

jects, the snake-like fossils of 'Ein Yabrud which

he had been looking forward to discussing in

Ziirich with his young friend and pupil-turned-

colleague, Olivier Rieppel.

Thus active to the last day, Haas had during
a fruitful lifetime researched in many diverse

herpetological fields. His scientific achieve-

ments were recognized by the Rothschild Prize

(1964), membership in the Israel Academy of
Sciences and Humanities (1966), Honorary

Foreign Membership in the American Society
of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists (1974) and
Honorary Fellowship in the Zoological Society
review in Gans' Biology of the Reptilia (1973)of Israel (1979). Although his interests
hisem22nd paper in this line. During 1931-1932,

braced ichthyology and other zoological

Haas continued his studies in M. Hartmann's

branches as well, besides several unrelated
Department at the Kaiser-Wilhelm-Institute
areas of human culture, my comments here will
Berlin working on protozoans and their cytolbe herpetologically biased.
ogy and producing the classic paper on the cyGeorg Haas was born in Vienna on 19 Jan.
tology of Ichthyophthirius (1933).
1905. After his education at the humanistic
In Oct. 1932, Georg Haas joined the staff of
Gymnasium, Haas studied zoology and paleonthe budding Hebrew University of Jerusalem
tology at Vienna University. His teachers
there
in the
British Mandate of Palestine. Although

included several widely known professors;
he had been invited there by F. S. Bodenhei

among them were herpetologists Franz mer,
Werner
he had been advised to make this move by
and Otto Wettstein. In 1928, he obtained his
some of his Viennese professors, who had bePhD, then published eight papers, totalling 400come aware of the growing anti-Semitism. Haa

pages, on the functional cranial anatomy ofwas to continue working at the Hebrew Uni
primitive and venomous snakes (1929-1932).versity till his death, attaining full professorship

Haas was to continue, off and on, working on in 1954.
the anatomy and evolution of the reptilian Palestine was an exotic land; its fauna begged
head, till this work culminated in his 200-pageto be studied. As early as 1935, Haas authored
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a review chapter on
fauna
in
the sec
it thethe
type. Let me
dictate to you
its description
edition of Vilnai's Palestine
Guide,
publi
...." I obeyed under protest,
for I believed
by Steimatzky. Hethat
expanded
local
a type should only beinto
chosen after
the
acology, on whichpholidosis
he published
and other characters of five
the whole pa
series had been
But when I later
did
(1937-1955). He started
a checked.
mollusc
collectio

which was later to attain
international
so, duly following
the steps outlined in Mayr,imp
tance through his talent
Linsley andfor
Usingereliciting
(1953), I ended up major
with
the same He
specimen!
nations and bequests.
also used local
sources to continue his work on cranial
Although he engaged in it infrequently, Haas
anatomy. Thus his reports on Ablepharus
appreciated
andfield work. When he and others
Chalcides guentheri (1935-1936), revised
Chamaeleo
the teaching of "faunistics" at the He(1937-1947) and later on primitive snakes.
brew University in 1963, he (with J. H. Hoofien
In 1936, Haas, with O. Theodor andand
H. myself)
Men- led a student field trip to the Nedelssohn, undertook his first expedition
through
gev, on
which occasion Testudo kleinmanni (long
locally extinct) was rediscovered.
parts of Transjordan, the Negev thought
and Sinai.

Two reptiles were added to Israel's The
herpetoobjective which, more than anything,

stimulated Haas to embark on excursions, was
fauna, Tropiocolotes steudneri and Leptotyphlops
macrorhynchus, and Pristurus flavipunctatus
the collecting
guof fossils. Following upon his first
weirensis was described from Transjordan
paper on the small mammals of the Umm-Qa-

(1943). Until 1961 Haas publishedtafa
tencave
addi(1951), he became increasingly ad-

tional papers on reptilian novelties of
Israel
and
dicted
to paleontology.
Ultimately, it accounted
adjacent countries. The fifties were for
particularly
32 of his 77 publications. For paleontologpreparation and other matters, Haas deexciting and saw the description of ical
Atractaspis
engaddensis brought by Mendelssohn
from
'En
pended
most
heavily on his devoted and expert
Gedi (1950), the distinction betweentechnician
Eremias and factotum, Mary Rosenthal,

guttulata and oliveiri and the description
of tired of praising.
whom he never

Agama stellio brachydactyla (1951), and
Initially,
the long
Haas worked much on fossil mammals, especially
perplexing distinction between Stenodactylus
pet- from the Pleistocene of 'Ubeiri and S. (Ceramodactylus) doriae (1956).
diya,In
but1951,
his main paleontological work con-

Haas published his review of local
herpetocerned
reptiles, beginning with the
faunal research, which has not yet
been su- of the jaw muscles of Protocerreconstructions
perceded, and in 1952, published atops
in Turkey,
(1955) and Diplodocus (1963). He led or

with the help of C. Kosswig, the classic
sent many
analysis
excursions to the Triassic of Wadi
of the zoogeographic origins of the
herpetoRaman
(later Makhtesh Ramon) to gather fossil
fauna.
fragments from the surface. This activity reIn the course of his herpetological activities,vealed a fossil fauna comprising at least eight
Haas developed a collection which, besides the types of reptiles, as summarised in the last pa-

material from Israel and the Near East, repper which reported on the discovery of a Si-

resents all major higher taxa and major regionsmosaurus and which appeared posthumously
(1981). The Makhtesh Ramon fossils attracted
of the world. Currently it approximates 15,000
catalogued specimens. Haas attached much im- many visiting dignitaries to Israel, including the
portance to bringing foreign scientists to visit
well known paleontologists F. Brotzen, E. H.
Israel and speak to the students. In Sept. 1953,Colbert, E. Jarvik, H. Schifer, E. A. Stensi6 and
F. Westphal.
he proudly hosted K. P. Schmidt. Among his
numerous visitors, some of whom came reAfter 1967, the Lower Cenomanian quarries

peatedly, were C. Gans, I. Griffiths, M. K.
of 'Ein Yabrud near Ramallah again became
accessible. Haas had already described a large

Hecht, L. Landmann, D. Senn and R. Wasser-

plesiosaur vertebra from the Cenomanian near
A last fling at herpetology was taken when he Elat (1958). In the beds the fossil fish fauna of
coauthored (something he rarely did) the re- 'Ein Yabrud was so rich and alluring that Haas,

zug.

port on reptiles collected by Henry Field in who had left ichthyology after 1946-1947,

southwestern Asia (1969). As we embarked on yielded to temptation and, at the age of 75, emthe description of Eremias brevirostris fieldi, he barked on a paleo-ichthyological project, on
boldly picked from the series a largish male and which he read a paper before the Israel Acadsaid, "This looks characteristic so we shall make emy of Sciences shortly before his death.
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